----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------EXCURSION
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------We are preparing an optional factory tour & excursion in the morning of Wednesday18th for those who wish to
participate.
-

Factory Tour : Kyushu Electric Power Co.,Inc.
Kyushu Electric Power Co.,Inc. is the only one leading company in Kyushu, Japan who
forms electrical power infrastructure, and supplies these energy all over Kyushu region. In
the tour, you can see a huge power plant and advanced facility system.
http://www.kyuden.co.jp/index.html (JPN) http://www.kyuden.co.jp/en_index.html (ENG)

-

Sightseeing : Mojiko retro area
Mojiko used be one of the significant marine ports in Japan, and historically work as a
channel of trade overseas for a long time. There are many places that you reckon it is worth
visiting like a museum and antique building. Meanwhile, there are full of café & restaurants
for your rest.
http://www.mojiko.info (JPN) http://www.en.mojiko.info (ENG)

Please kindly have a browse the time table below to meet a tour which you take part in. All buses are about to
start at IPS Waseda University, and bound for the destinations via Crown Palace. You can not switch a bus
and tour on the day. If you have no registration, you can not jump on the bus as all the seats are reserved.
Please show up where you are supposed to be picked up by the meeting time, or you will miss your reserved
bus.
Bus time table for tours on Wednesday 18th November
Tour name

Kyushu Electric Power

Mojiko Retro

Pick up

Entrance Lobby in IPS

Entrance Lobby in IPS

Departure Time

8:30

8:30

↓

↓

Stopping

Crown Palais

Crown Palais

Arrive & Depart

9:20

9:20

↓

↓

Stopping

Kyushu Electric Power

Mojiko Retro

Arrive / Depart

9:50 / 12:00

10:00 / 12:00

↓

↓

Stopping

Crown Palais

Crown Palais

Arrive & Depart

12:45

13:00

↓

↓

Stopping

IPS

IPS

Arrive

13:15

13:30

